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Abstract The relation between radiation belt electrons and solar wind/magnetospheric processes is
of particular interest due to both scientific and practical needs. Though many studies have focused on this
topic, electron data from Van Allen Probes with wide L shell coverage and fine energy resolution, for the
first time, enabled this statistical study on the relation between radiation belt electrons and solar wind
parameters/geomagnetic indices as a function of first adiabatic invariant μ and L*. Good correlations between
electron phase space density (PSD) and solar wind speed, southward IMF Bz, SYM-H, and AL indices are found
over wide μ and L* ranges, with higher correlation coefficients and shorter time lags for low-μ electrons
than high-μ electrons; the anticorrelation between electron PSD and solar wind proton density is limited to
high-μ electrons at high L*. The solar wind dynamic pressure has dominantly positive correlation with
low-μ electrons and negative correlation with high-μ electrons at different L*. In addition, electron PSD
enhancements also correlate well with various solar wind/geomagnetic parameters, and for most parameters
this correlation is even better than that of electron PSD while the time lag is also much shorter. Among all
parameters investigated, AL index is shown to correlate the best with electron PSD enhancements, with
correlation coefficients up to ~0.8 for low-μ electrons (time lag ~ 0 day) and ~0.7 for high-μ electrons
(time lag ~ 1–2 days), suggesting the importance of seed and source populations provided by substorms in
radiation belt electron PSD enhancements.

1. Introduction

Radiation belt electrons have attracted plenty of attention in the past due to both scientific interest and prac-
tical needs. Specifically, the influence of solar wind and magnetospheric processes on the dynamics of radia-
tion belt electrons is of particular interest. Many studies have focused on the response of energetic electrons
in the outer radiation belt to solar wind conditions, and it is widely accepted that energetic particles at geo-
synchronous Earth orbit (GEO) are modulated by the solar wind parameters [e.g., Paulikas and Blake, 1979;
Baker et al., 1979, 1986, 1990; Blake et al., 1997; Reeves, 1998; Mathie and Mann, 2000; O’Brien et al., 2001; Li,
2004; Li et al., 2001, 2005; 2011; Lyatsky and Khazanov, 2008; Borovsky and Denton, 2009; Reeves et al., 2011;
Boynton et al., 2013; Simms et al., 2016]. Paulikas and Blake [1979] analyzed energetic electron data from
ATS-1, ATS-5, and ATS-6 spacecraft and found a pronounced positive correlation between the electron fluxes
and solar wind speed. Baker et al. [1986], using data from the spectrometer for energetic electrons onboard
1979-053 and 1982-019 satellites, showed the good correlation between highly relativistic electrons and solar
wind stream structures. Blake et al. [1997], based onmeasurements from 1994-026 andWIND spacecraft, con-
veyed a study of the correlation between relativistic electrons at GEO and properties of solar wind during a
solar minimum period. Their results indicated that the relativistic electron enhancement is associated with
solar wind speed increase along with solar wind density increase and southward turning of the IMF.
Furthermore, Li et al. [2001], using a model based on the radial diffusion equation, quantitatively predicted
the electron fluxes at GEO based on solar wind velocity and IMF, and a linear correlation of 0.9 between pre-
dicted and measured values was achieved for 1995–1996. The solar wind speed was found to be the most
important factor in their predictionmodel. Recently,Reeves et al. [2011] revisited the relationship between rela-
tivistic electron fluxes at GEO and solar wind velocity using Los Alamos National Laboratory Geosynchronous
Satellites (LANL-GEO) data from1989 to 2010. Their results showed a pronounced triangle-shaped distribution
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of electron fluxes versus solarwind speed, indicating that the radiation belt electron fluxes can be quite high at
any solar wind speed. Li et al. [2011] emphasized that geomagnetic activity driven by a southward orientation
of IMF is a necessary condition for MeV electron enhancements at GEO. Boynton et al. [2013], using the
Nonlinear AutoRegressive Moving Average with eXogenous inputs approach, studied the relation between
electron fluxes at GEO and various solar wind parameters. Their results suggest that for lower energy electrons,
the solar wind speed is themost controlling factor of electron fluxes at GEO, while for MeV electrons, the solar
wind speed of 2 days before is the most important factor in electron fluxes. Most recently, Wing et al. [2016],
using the information theory, investigated the solar wind driver of 1.8–3.5MeV electrons at GEO. They showed
that various solar wind parameters are causally related to 1.8–3.5MeV electron fluxes at GEO, while among all
parameters, the solarwind speedhas shown to have the highest peak information transfer. These previous stu-
dies show the important role of solar wind on the dynamics of relativistic electrons at GEO.

There are also some statistical studies focusing on the electrons in the whole outer radiation belt and their
relation to the solar wind parameters [e.g., Li et al., 1997; Baker et al., 1999; Iles et al., 2002; Vassiliadis et al.,
2002;Mann et al., 2004; Rigler et al., 2007; Li et al., 2009]. Iles et al. [2002], using>750 keV and>1MeV electron
data from two microsatellites, STRV-1a and 1b, which were in highly elliptical, near-equatorial orbits, studied
the correlation between total relativistic electron content in the outer belt and solar wind and geomagnetic
parameters during geomagnetic storms at the first 6months of 1995. They found that the main requirements
for relativistic electron enhancements are fast solar wind speed and fluctuating or southward IMF Bz. Baker
et al. [2004] constructed the radiation belt electron content (RBC) index, which is a simple but robust estimate
of total relativistic electrons in the outer radiation belt, and showed that the RBC is well correlated with solar
wind speed and Dst index. Mann et al. [2004] investigated the correlations between ULF wave power, solar
wind speed, and relativistic electron fluxes using data from ground magnetometers, LANL-GEO, and HEO
satellites. They showed that high correlation exists between both solar wind speed and ULF power with
MeV electron fluxes at L shells between 3.1 and 6.6, while electron fluxes respond first at higher L shells
and subsequently at lower L shells.

On the other hand, magnetospheric processes have also been shown to be critical in radiation belt electron
dynamics [e.g., Baker et al., 1990; Reeves, 1998; Reeves et al., 2003; Li et al., 2009; Zhao and Li, 2013; Jaynes et al.,
2015]. Geomagnetic storms and substorms play essential roles in transport and acceleration of radiation belt
electrons. Reeves [1998] studied 30 intense relativistic electron enhancement events at GEO from 1992 to
1995 and found rough correlation between maximum electron flux and minimum Dst, though geomagnetic
storms are found to not necessarily cause flux enhancements. Li et al. [2009] analyzed total relativistic elec-
tron flux variations in the outer radiation belt during 18 storms from 1990 to 1991 and studied the statistical
roles of storms and substorms on the radiation belt electron population. They found that the substorm activ-
ity is well correlated with the net increases of total electron fluxes in the outer belt. Jaynes et al. [2015], using
data from Van Allen Probes, studied the importance of source and seed populations in radiation belt electron
variations and showed the crucial role of substorms in radiation belt electron acceleration. Most recently,
Forsyth et al. [2016] examined the total radiation belt electron content variations following substorms and
showed the increases of total radiation belt electron content following substorms with a time lag of 1–3 days.

The roles of solar wind and magnetospheric processes on the radiation belt electrons have been extensively
studied. However, due to the limit of observations, most previous studies only focused on relativistic elec-
trons at GEO or on a very limited energy range. With the launch of Van Allen Probes, which provide clean
radiation belt electron measurements in a wide L range with very fine energy resolution, we are able to study
the correlation between radiation belt electrons and solar wind parameters/geomagnetic indices and its
dependence on the energy of electrons and L shell for the first time. Also, the majority of previous studies
only examined the correlation between various parameters and radiation belt electron fluxes. However, these
studies cannot rule out the influence of adiabatic effect in their statistical analyses, which can greatly affect
the measured electron fluxes during geomagnetic storms especially at higher L shells. In this paper, using
data from the Magnetic Electron Ion Spectrometer (MagEIS) [Blake et al., 2013] and the Relativistic
Electron-Proton Telescope (REPT) [Baker et al., 2012] instruments of the Energetic Particle, Composition,
and Thermal Plasma (ECT) suites [Spence et al., 2013] on the Van Allen Probes, we study the relation between
radiation belt electron phase space density (PSD) and solar wind parameters/geomagnetic indices while
focusing on its dependence on the first adiabatic invariant μ and L* for a wide μ and L* range. Using the
electron PSD instead of fluxes, we exclude the influence of adiabatic effect, and thus, the actual effect of
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solar wind/magnetospheric processes on radiation belt electrons can be appropriately highlighted. Besides
the radiation belt electron PSD, we also show that the solar wind and magnetospheric processes play impor-
tant roles in radiation belt electron acceleration by analyzing the relation between electron PSD enhance-
ments and solar wind/geomagnetic parameters. Furthermore, the important role of substorms on radiation
belt electron PSD enhancements and their prolonged effects are unveiled.

2. The Relation Between Radiation Belt Electron Phase Space Density (PSD) and
Solar Wind Parameters/Geomagnetic Indices Based on the Van Allen
Probes Measurements

Figure 1 shows the daily averaged fluxes of ~1, 2.6, and 5.2MeV electrons measured by the MagEIS and REPT
instruments on Van Allen Probe – A, as well as the daily averaged solar wind speed, IMF Bz, SYM-H index, and
AL index during October 2012 to March 2016. High variability of outer radiation belt electrons can be seen
from Figure 1, and the variation of electron fluxes is also L* dependent and energy dependent. Clear correla-
tion can be seen between radiation belt electron fluxes and geomagnetic indices, while solar wind speed
and southward IMF Bz also correlate roughly with electron fluxes. Figure 1 shows that the solar
wind/magnetospheric processes have great effect on radiation belt electrons, and the correlation between
them can be quite complicated.

Figure 2 shows the relation between daily averaged relativistic electron PSD and solar wind speed/SYM-H
index, using data from Van Allen Probe – A from Oct 2012 to March 2016. In Figure 2, daily averaged
μ= 1000MeV/G electron PSD at L* = 4.5 are plotted versus daily averaged solar wind speed and SYM-H index.
Electrons with μ=1000MeV/G at L* = 4.5 have energies of ~1.2MeV during geomagnetic quiet times. In this
study, we examine the relation between solar wind/geomagnetic parameters and electron PSD instead of
flux in order to exclude the adiabatic effects. Here spin-averaged electron flux data from REPT and MagEIS
instruments are interpolated across electron energy to calculate the electron PSD with specific μ values,
and the T89 model [Tsyganenko, 1989] is used to calculate the first adiabatic invariant μ and L* (assuming
locally mirroring particles). As can be seen from Figures 2a and 2b, the scatterplots of simultaneous electron
PSD versus solar wind speed and SYM-H index show the clear feature of a triangle-shaped distribution: the
lower limit of electron PSD increases as solar wind speed increases and SYM-H index decreases, while the
higher limit of PSD is relatively constant. These results are similar to the scatterplot of daily averaged MeV
electron fluxes at GEO versus solar wind speed shown in Reeves et al. [2011]. With a time lag of 2 days, as
shown in Figures 2c and 2d, the correlation between electron PSD and solar wind speed/SYM-H index has
been improved, and the scattering in Figures 2a and 2b has been reduced, similar to the scatterplot of daily
averaged MeV electron fluxes at GEO versus solar wind speed shown in Figure 5 of Li et al. [2011]. Using data
from Van Allen Probe – A, Figure 2 extends the previous results on the relation between relativistic electron
fluxes and solar wind speed/Dst index [e.g., Reeves et al., 2011] to also show that daily averaged PSD of
electrons with a fixed first adiabatic invariant μ at a fixed L* still have clear correlation with solar wind
speed/SYM-H index. In the rest of this section, enabled by the high-energy resolution electron data from
Van Allen Probe – A, the dependence of such correlation on μ and L* is investigated in detail, and the results
are discussed.

2.1. Radiation Belt Electron PSD and Solar Wind Parameters

To investigate the effect of solar wind on the radiation belt electrons, correlation between radiation belt
electron PSD and solar wind speed, southward IMF Bz (defined as Bz when Bz< 0 and 0 when Bz> 0 in
GSM coordinates), solar wind proton density, and solar wind dynamic pressure are examined as a function
of first adiabatic invariant μ and L*.

Figure 3 shows the correlation between the electron PSD with time lag and solar wind speed, southward IMF
Bz, and solar wind proton density as a function of first adiabatic invariant μ and L*. In this study, the linear
correlation coefficients are calculated between various parameters and the logarithm of electron PSD or
PSD enhancements (section 4). The correlation coefficients are calculated in μ and L* bins, with 30μ bins
ranging from 10 to 10,000 (evenly distributed in logarithm scale) and 30 L* bins ranging from 3 to 6 (evenly
distributed). To ensure enough statistics, only bins with number of points greater than 100 are shown, and
the time lags are only shown for bins with the absolute value of highest correlation coefficient greater
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than 0.2. Note that in this study, the range of color bars of correlation coefficients is different for solar wind
speed/SYM-H/AL index and southward IMF Bz/solar wind proton density/dynamic pressure since usually solar
wind speed and geomagnetic indices have better correlation to the radiation belt electron PSD.

Evidently all three solar wind parameters have good correlation with radiation belt electron PSD with some
time lags for some μ and L* range. The solar wind speed and southward IMF Bz have positive correlation with
radiation belt electron PSD over wide μ and L* ranges, while generally solar wind speed correlates better with
the radiation belt electron PSD than southward IMF Bz; and comparing to high-μ electrons, low-μ electrons
usually have better correlation with these parameters and shorter time delay. For high-μ electrons, the
correlation between solar wind speed/southward IMF Bz and electron PSD is stronger at higher L* while
weaker at lower L*. For low-μ electrons, the good correlation can be observed over a much wider L* range

Figure 1. Daily averaged fluxes of 1078 keV, 2.6 MeV, and 5.2MeV electrons, measured by MagEIS and REPT instruments on Van Allen Probe – A, along with daily
averaged solar wind speed, IMF Bz, SYM-H index, and AL index from October 2012 to March 2016.
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(though not shown in Figure 3, down to L* ~ 2.5). Generally the correlation coefficient peaks at lower L* as μ
gets smaller, suggesting that lower energy electrons are easier to be directly transported into lower L* region,
while high-energy electrons exhibit limited variations in the low L* region, since Van Allen Probes era has
been a relatively quiet time period. Low-energy electrons at high L* are subject to influences from multiple
magnetic processes, most of which have prompt effect on electrons, and thus, the correlation between
daily averaged electron PSD and solar wind parameters is not high enough.

Also, the time lag to get the highest correlation coefficients gets longer as μ gets larger and L* gets smaller.
This indicates that the influence of solar wind speed and IMF Bz to radiation belt electrons occurs faster for
low-μ electrons and at higher L shells, which also agrees with previous studies [e.g., Mann et al., 2004].
Comparing the time lags, the radiation belt electrons usually respond faster to solar wind speed than
southward IMF Bz, and the differences between them, as shown in Figure 3, is about 1 day. This shows that,
comparing to southward IMF Bz, solar wind speed has a more prompt effect on the radiation belt electron
PSD, though the underlying reason is not very clear.

Unlike the solar wind speed and southward IMF Bz, the solar wind proton density has a negative correlation
with high-μ radiation belt electron PSD at high L*. As the L* gets lower and μ gets lower, the influence from
solar wind proton density to the radiation belt electrons gets smaller; while as μ gets higher, the influence
from solar wind proton density to the radiation belt electrons gets stronger. The time lags are usually
0–1 day, overall much shorter than solar wind speed and southward IMF Bz. This indicates that the loss asso-
ciated with high solar wind proton density usually occurs fast and is limited to high L* and high-μ electrons.
One possible reason is that high solar wind proton density compresses the dayside magnetopause, causing
relatively sudden loss through magnetopause shadowing, which affects high-μ electrons more at high L*, as
to be discussed further below.

Different from solar wind speed, southward IMF Bz, and solar wind proton density, the solar wind dynamic
pressure has both positive and negative correlation with PSD of radiation belt electron with different μ at dif-
ferent L*. Figure 4 shows the correlation between the solar wind dynamic pressure and radiation belt electron

Figure 2. Daily averaged PSD of μ = 1000MeV/G electrons at L* = 4.5 versus daily averaged (a and c) solar wind velocity
(Vsw) and (b and d) SYM-H index from October 2012 to March 2016, using data from Van Allen Probe – A and OMNIWeb.
Figures 2a and 2b are the scatterplot of simultaneous electron PSD and Vsw/SYM-H index; Figure 2c/2d is the scatterplot of
PSD with time lag of 2 days versus Vsw/SYM-H index.
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PSD as a function of μ and L*. Figures 4a and 4b show the highest positive correlations between the solar
wind dynamic pressure and radiation belt electron PSD with time lag, while Figures 4c and 4d show the
greatest negative correlations. Similarly to Figure 3, the time lags are only shown for bins with absolute
value of correlation coefficients greater than 0.2. Figure 4 clearly shows two different types of effects of
solar wind dynamic pressure on radiation belt electrons. For low-μ electrons (μ<~100–1000MeV/G), the
dynamic pressure shows a dominantly positive correlation with electron PSD, with the correlation
coefficient peaking at L* ~ 4–5, and the time lag gets longer as μ gets larger. This may suggest the effect of
radial transport of radiation belt electrons caused by ULF waves, which have shown to be well correlated
with solar wind dynamic pressure and its variation [e.g., Liu et al., 2010]. It is worth mentioning that the
correlation between the dynamic pressure variation and electron PSD is also investigated and, though not
shown here, the results are very similar to the results of dynamic pressure itself. This further confirms the
effect of radial diffusion caused by solar wind dynamic pressure and its variation on the radiation belt
electrons. For high-μ electrons at higher L*, the dominant effect from solar wind dynamic pressure is the
loss of relativistic electrons caused by magnetopause shadowing. As shown in Figures 4c and 4d, the
negative correlation between solar wind dynamic pressure and electron PSD exists for μ>~100MeV/G

Figure 3. (left column) The time lags in days for the highest correlation coefficients between radiation belt electron PSD
and (a) solar wind speed, (c) southward IMF Bz, and (e) solar wind proton density, as a function of the first adiabatic
invariant μ and L*; (right column) The corresponding highest correlation coefficients between radiation belt electron PSD
with time lag and (b) solar wind speed, (d) southward IMF Bz, and (f) solar wind proton density.
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electrons at high L*, and such correlation gradually decreases as μ gets smaller and L* gets smaller. The
negative effect of solar wind dynamic pressure on high-μ electrons at high L* is almost simultaneous: the
time lag is generally 0 day. This indicates the fast loss of radiation belt electrons due to magnetopause
shadowing caused by high solar wind dynamic pressure.

2.2. Radiation Belt Electron PSD and Geomagnetic Indices

Besides solar wind parameters, geomagnetic indices have also been shown to correlate with radiation belt
electrons [e.g., Reeves, 1998; Baker et al., 2004]. Identified by the decrease of the horizontal component of
geomagnetic field at the Earth’s surface, the geomagnetic storm is widely known to be able to produce
enhancements or decreases of radiation belt electron fluxes [e.g., Reeves et al., 2003; Zhao and Li, 2013]. On
the other hand, magnetospheric substorms have been shown to be important to radiation belt electron
transport and acceleration as they provide the source and seed populations to the inner magnetosphere
[e.g., Jaynes et al., 2015]. SYM-H index and AL index are commonly used as the proxy of geomagnetic storms
and substorms, respectively. Figure 5 shows the plots similar to Figure 3 but for SYM-H and AL indices.

It can be seen from Figure 5 that both SYM-H and AL indices correlate well with radiation belt electron PSD
over some μ and L* range. Similar to the solar wind speed and southward IMF Bz, the correlation coefficient
gets higher as μ gets lower: for high-μ electrons the PSD correlate well with SYM-H and AL indices only at
higher L*, while for low-μ electrons the PSD correlate well with geomagnetic indices over a much wider L*

range. Also, the time lag to get the highest correlation coefficient increases as μ increases and L* decreases,
which is very similar to the results for solar wind speed and southward IMF Bz. These results indicate that both
geomagnetic storms and substorms have significant effect on radiation belt electrons, and the influence
maximizes for low-μ electrons at lower L* region and for high-μ electrons at higher L* region.

The correlationbetween theDst index (similar to SYM-H indexbutwith time resolutionof 1 h) and radiationbelt
electron fluxes has been extensively studied. Tverskaya [1986] investigated the relationship between themini-
mum Dst index during geomagnetic storms and the L of storm-injected relativistic electron peak fluxes (Lmax)

and showed that there is a linear correlation between theminimumDst index and L4max. Tverskaya et al. [2003],

Figure 4. (a and c) The time lag in days of radiation belt electron PSD to get the highest correlation coefficients and (b and d)
the corresponding (Figure 4b) positive/(Figure 4d) negative correlation coefficients between solar wind dynamic pressure
and radiation belt electron PSD as a function of μ and L*.
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using data from SAMPEX, Polar, and HEO 1997-068 measurements, confirmed the correlation between the
minimum Dst index and Lmax during geomagnetic storms. Reeves [1998] studied 30 intense relativistic
electron enhancement events at GEO from 1992 to 1995 and found rough correlation between maximum
electron flux and minimum Dst, though geomagnetic storms are found to not necessarily cause flux
enhancements. Zhao and Li [2013], using 2–6MeV electron data from SAMPEX, showed that the Dst index is
well correlated with the L shell on which the deepest penetration of MeV electrons occurred, and the
maximum flux enhancements across the whole outer radiation belt were shown to be roughly correlated
with the minimum Dst index during the geomagnetic storms (with the linear correlation coefficient of
~0.52). However, these previous studies cannot rule out the influence of adiabatic effect, which can greatly
affect the electron fluxes during geomagnetic storms especially at higher L shells. Our study shows that,
without the influence from adiabatic effect, the radiation belt electron PSD still correlate to the SYM-H
index and thus the geomagnetic activity, and such correlation can be quite linear for low-μ electrons (with
linear correlation coefficient up to ~0.7).

Comparing to solar wind parameters, we found that generally geomagnetic indices have better correlation
with radiation belt electron PSD. As for the solar wind speed, the correlation coefficients are similar to those
of SYM-H and AL indices; while for all other solar wind parameters, the correlation coefficients with radiation
belt electron PSD are generally lower than those of SYM-H and AL indices (note that the color bars used for
solar wind speed, SYM-H, and AL indices are different from those used for IMF Bz, solar wind proton density,
and dynamic pressure). This indicates important roles of geomagnetic storms and substorms on radiation
belt electron dynamics. It should be noted that Earth’s magnetosphere has an organized way to respond
to external driving forces [e.g., Li et al., 2003], while geomagnetic indices, such as Dst and AL indices, are
well predicted based on multiple solar wind parameters [Temerin and Li, 2002, 2006; Li et al., 2007; Luo
et al., 2013]. Here by correlating electron PSD with various parameters, we showed that as for a single
parameter, geomagnetic indices have better correlation to radiation belt electron PAD than solar wind
parameters, indicating a more direct relation between radiation belt electrons and geomagnetic activity
than solar wind conditions.

Figure 5. (left column) The time lag in days for the highest correlation coefficients between radiation belt electron PSD and
(a) SYM-H and (c) AL indices; (right column) The corresponding highest correlation coefficients between radiation belt
electron PSD with time lag and (b) SYM-H and (d) AL indices.
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Comparing SYM-H and AL indices, while their correlation coefficients to radiation belt electron PSD are similar,
there are some differences in time lags: the time lag to get best correlation is a little bit longer for AL index
than for SYM-H index. This may indicate that the substorms have prolonged effects on the radiation belt
electrons, which will be shown in more detail in the next section.

3. Important Roles of Solar Wind Parameters/Geomagnetic Indices on the Radiation
Belt Electron PSD Enhancements

In the previous section, we studied the correlation between solar wind parameters/geomagnetic indices, and
radiation belt electron PSD as a function of μ and L* using data from Van Allen Probe – A. The results show the
pronounced triangle-shaped distributions between the solar wind parameters/geomagnetic indices and
simultaneous radiation belt electron PSD; and with time lags, the correlation between the solar wind
parameters/geomagnetic indices and radiation belt electron PSD has been improved.

Reeves et al. [2011] investigated the correlation between solar wind speed and radiation belt electron fluxes at
GEO in detail. They showed that the triangle-shaped distribution is mainly caused by the long-lasting nature
of relativistic electrons under relatively quiet solar wind/geomagnetic conditions. Thus, the solar wind
parameters/geomagnetic indices may have more significant effect on radiation belt electron flux variations
rather than the absolute flux levels. In addition, various physical processes have influence on radiation belt
electron acceleration, loss, and transport. Investigating the relation between various solar wind
parameters/geomagnetic indices and radiation belt electron PSD variations can provide valuable information
on the underlying source and loss processes and their effect on relativistic electrons in a statistical sense.

In this section, we investigate the correlation between solar wind parameters/geomagnetic indices and
radiation belt electron PSD variations. The electron PSD variations here are defined as the differences
between daily averaged electron PSD. We further separate PSD variations into two subsets, enhancements
and decreases, and mainly focus on the electron PSD enhancements in this section.

Figure 6 shows the scatterplots between daily averaged solar wind speed, southward IMF Bz, SYM-H and AL
indices, and μ= 1000MeV/G electron PSD enhancements at L* = 4.5 (corresponding to electrons with energy
~1.2MeV during geomagnetic quiet times). Here the electron PSD enhancement at t= τ is calculated as dPSD
(t= τ) = PSD(t= τ)� PSD(t= τ� 1), and only those data with dPSD> 0 are plotted in Figure 6 versus daily aver-
aged solar wind/magnetospheric parameters of t= τ� 1 day. It is evident that the PSD enhancements of
μ= 1000MeV/G electrons at L* = 4.5 correlate well with all four parameters. Especially, AL index has a nearly
linear correlation with electron PSD enhancements with correlation coefficient of�0.64, corresponding to an
r2 ~ 0.4, which suggests that ~40% of variability in electron PSD enhancements can be explained by AL index.
This indicates that the solar wind speed, IMF Bz, geomagnetic storms, and substorms have significant effect
on radiation belt electron acceleration at the center of outer radiation belt.

The correlation between various parameters and radiation belt electron PSD as a function of μ and L* has
been investigated in the previous section, which suggests the effect of solar wind/magnetospheric processes
on the radiation belt electrons as a function of μ and L*. However, as the acceleration and loss of electrons are
mixed together and especially the long-lasting nature of high-energy electrons is ignored, the correlations
between various parameters and electron PSD are not ideal to show the effect of different physical processes.
In this section, by focusing on the electron PSD enhancements, the source processes of radiation belt electrons
are emphasized, and the influence of various solarwind/magnetospheric parameters to radiation belt electron
acceleration is unveiled. As Figure 6 shows, by focusing on the PSD enhancements, the correlation between
different parameters and radiation belt electrons has also been improved. In the rest of this section, we will
focus on the correlation between electron PSD enhancements and various solar wind/magnetospheric para-
meters as a function of μ and L*. Similarly, the time lags between PSD enhancements and various parameters
are also taken into consideration. The electron PSD enhancement at t= τ day is defined as dPSD(t= τ) = PSD
(t= τ)� PSD(t= τ� 1) and is correlated with daily averaged solar wind/magnetospheric parameters of
t= τ� dt, where dt is the time lag in days between PSD enhancements and various parameters. The time lags
of electron PSD enhancements to get the best correlationwith various solarwind/magnetospheric parameters
and the corresponding highest correlation coefficients are plotted, and the underlying physical processes
are speculated.
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3.1. Radiation Belt Electron PSD Enhancements and Solar Wind Parameters

Figure 7 shows the correlation of radiation belt electron PSD enhancements with solar wind speed, south-
ward IMF Bz, and solar wind dynamic pressure as a function of μ and L*. Comparing Figure 7 to Figure 3,
we find that the correlation between solar wind speed and radiation belt electron PSD or PSD enhancements
is quite similar, indicating that the solar wind speed not only correlates well with the electron PSD but also
plays an important role in radiation belt electron PSD enhancements. The correlation of southward IMF Bz
to radiation belt electron PSD enhancements is generally much higher than that to electron PSD, with corre-
lation coefficients up to ~0.6 (r2 ~ 0.36); the situation is similar for the solar wind dynamic pressure comparing
with Figure 4.

Especially, for high-μ electrons, the correlation between PSD enhancements and solar wind parameters is
stronger than that between PSD and solar wind parameters, indicating a significant effect of solar wind
conditions on high-μ electron acceleration. The trend that the correlation coefficients are higher for low-μ
electrons at relatively lower L* and for high-μ electrons at higher L* still holds. This also suggests the important
role of solar wind conditions in the penetration of radiation belt electrons into the low L* region.

As for the time lag, it is also clear from Figure 7 that overall the time lag increases as the μ increases, consis-
tent with results from the previous section. Generally, for radiation belt electron PSD enhancements the time
lag corresponding to the best correlation to solar wind parameters is about 0–2 days, which is much shorter
than that of electron PSD, indicating the prompt enhancements of radiation belt electron PSD in response to
solar wind conditions.

Good correlation between radiation belt electron PSD enhancements and various solar wind parameters indi-
cates the important roles of solar wind on the radiation belt electron acceleration. It is well known that the
radiation belt electrons are subjected to influences from various transport, acceleration, and loss mechan-
isms. Commonly, the radiation belt electrons can be energized by the adiabatic effect, inward radial diffusion,
and local wave heating. Due to the change of geomagnetic field configuration and the conservation of three
adiabatic invariants, radiation belt electrons can move inward/outward and get energized/de-energized.

Figure 6. The scatterplot of (a) solar wind speed, (b) southward IMF Bz, (c) SYM-H index, and (d) AL index with the
μ = 1000MeV/G electron PSD enhancements at L* = 4.5.
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Thus, the adiabatic effect can cause the observed flux variations; however, it is not a real source or loss
process since the electron PSD remains unchanged. In most previous studies on the correlation between
solar wind/magnetospheric parameters and radiation belt electrons, the electron fluxes were used, in this
way, however, the adiabatic effect cannot be ruled out, and the underlying physical processes cannot be
appropriately unveiled. In this study, using the electron PSD instead of fluxes, we exclude the influence of
adiabatic effect and thus focus on the real source/loss processes in the radiation belt.

The radiation belt electrons can be energized bymoving radially inward through inward radial diffusion while
conserving the first two adiabatic invariants. It is well known that ULF waves can cause radial diffusion of
radiation belt electrons and thus is a major contributor to the radiation belt electron acceleration [e.g.,
Baker et al., 1998a, 1998b]. The solar wind velocity has been shown to be closely related to the ULF waves
in the magnetosphere [e.g., Mathie and Mann, 2001; Mann et al., 2004; Claudepierre et al., 2008]. As shown
in our study, the solar wind speed is positively correlated with electron PSD enhancements for electrons of
a wide μ and L* range. The correlation coefficient is up to ~0.7, which indicates that ~50% of variations in
the electron PSD can be explained by the solar wind speed variation, while the correlation coefficient is
generally greater than ~0.4 for a large μ and L* range. Also, the time lag to get the best correlation

Figure 7. (a, c, and e) The time lags of radiation belt electron PSD enhancements to get the best correlation with solar wind
parameters; (b, d, and f) The corresponding highest correlation coefficients, as a function of μ and L*. The solar wind and IMF
parameters from top to bottom are as follows: (Figures 7a and 7b) solar wind speed, (Figures 7c and 7d) southward IMF Bz,
and (Figures 7e and 7f) solar wind dynamic pressure.
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increases as μ increases, which is consistent with the inward radial diffusion process as the electrons gradu-
ally moving inward and gaining energy. The positive correlation between solar wind speed and radiation belt
electron PSD enhancements indicates the important role of radial diffusion on the radiation belt electrons
which affect electrons with a large μ range and across the whole radiation belt. Similarly, the positive
correlation between solar wind dynamic pressure and radiation belt electron PSD enhancements, especially
for low-μ electrons, suggests the importance of radial diffusion in accelerating electrons in the center of outer
radiation belt, as the solar wind dynamic pressure and pressure variations have shown to be well correlated
to the ULF waves in the magnetosphere.

The correlation between southward IMF Bz and electron PSD/PSD enhancements is not as high as that of solar
wind speed. The highest correlation coefficient between southward IMF Bz and electron PSD enhancements
is ~0.5 at L* ~ 3–4 for low-μ electrons; while at high L shells, the correlation coefficient is quite low. This result
is consistent with the results from Wing et al. [2016], which showed that at GEO 1.8–3.5MeV electron fluxes
overall are not well correlated with southward IMF Bz using information theory, and the correlation is weaker
than that of solar wind speed, number density, and dynamic pressure. The energy transfer from solar wind to
magnetosphere is more efficient under southward IMF Bz. However, the response from radiation belt electron
PSD enhancements is not very well correlated with southward IMF Bz. This may be because the energy trans-
ferred from solar wind to magnetosphere influence radiation belt electrons in many different ways: as a result
not only those source processes enhance but some loss processes also get stronger. With the competition
between source and loss processes, the radiation belt electrons respond to southward IMF Bz in a more
complicated way.

On the other hand, though not shown here, the correlation between solar wind proton density/dynamic pres-
sure and radiation belt electron PSD decreases is also investigated. The correlation, though still present, is
generally weaker than the correlations between solar wind proton density/dynamic pressure and radiation
belt electron PSD. This may be caused by the fast loss of radiation belt electrons in response to the variations
of solar wind number density and dynamic pressure, which are much less than 1 day and cannot be well cap-
tured by daily averaged variations.

3.2. Radiation Belt Electron PSD Enhancements and Geomagnetic Indices

Figure 8 shows the time lags and corresponding highest correlation coefficients between radiation belt elec-
tron PSD enhancements and SYM-H/AL index.

Comparing to Figure 5, it is clear that overall the geomagnetic indices correlate much better to radiation belt
electron PSD enhancements than to radiation belt electron PSD. Notably, the correlation between AL index
and high-μ electron PSD enhancements can reach almost 0.7 (r2 ~ 0.5), which shows the important role
of substorms in the radiation belt high-energy electron PSD enhancements. Still, the response of radiation
belt electron PSD enhancements to geomagnetic storms/substorms is quite prompt, particularly for the
low-μ electrons, as the time lag corresponding to the highest correlation coefficients is generally
only 0–1 days.

It is well known that geomagnetic storms have complicated effect on radiation belt electrons, which can pro-
duce net increase, decrease, or little change of radiation belt electron fluxes almost regardless of storm inten-
sity [e.g., Reeves et al., 2003; Turner et al., 2015; Anderson et al., 2015]. On the other hand, Zhao and Li [2013]
showed that most moderate and intense geomagnetic storms can always cause some flux enhancements of
2–6MeV electrons at some L shells, though the total electron content of the radiation belt may increase or
decrease, while the magnitude of maximum flux enhancement during moderate or intense geomagnetic
storms is roughly correlated with the storm intensity (with cc = 0.52). In this subsection, by investigating
the correlation between radiation belt electron PSD enhancements and SYM-H index, we further confirmed
the results of Zhao and Li [2013] by excluding the adiabatic effect and showed the correlation between
PSD enhancements and storm intensity. For high-μ electrons, the correlation coefficient can be up to ~0.6,
which is consistent with results from Zhao and Li [2013]; while for low-μ electrons, the correlation coefficient
can be up to ~0.8, indicating significant effect of storms on the low-μ electron enhancements in the radiation
belt. The high correlation coefficients and short time lag between low-μ electron PSD enhancements and
storm intensity suggest the importance of magnetospheric convection to low-μ electrons in the radiation
belt [e.g., Korth et al., 1999; Zhao et al., 2015, 2016].
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The important role of magnetospheric substorms on the radiation belt electron acceleration has also been
shown in many previous studies. Substorms provide source and seed populations for the radiation belt elec-
trons, which are essential for the radiation belt electron acceleration [e.g., Jaynes et al., 2015; Boyd et al., 2016].
Our results show that, for low-μ electrons, AL index has good correlation with electron PSD enhancements
with correlation coefficient up to ~0.8, suggesting the importance of substorm injections of low-energy
electrons; for high-μ electrons, AL index has the best correlation among all solar wind/magnetospheric para-
meters we investigated, and the correlation coefficient can be up to ~0.7 even for μ=1000MeV/G electrons,
which corresponds to electrons with energies of ~MeV at GEO and even higher energies in the center of
outer radiation belt. Such a good correlation indicates the important and direct role of substorms on the
radiation belt electron acceleration. Substorms provide both source (~tens of keV) and seed (~hundreds of
keV) populations to the inner magnetosphere. The high correlation between substorm intensity and low-μ
electron PSD enhancements suggest the direct transport of low-μ electrons as a result of substorm
injections; while on the other hand, the seed population can be further accelerated to higher energies
by the VLF waves generated by the source population, and the high correlation between substorm inten-
sity, and high-μ electron PSD enhancements support this scenario and the relatively longer time lag for
high-μ electrons also suggest that the energization processes take on average 1 day to energize seed
populations into MeV electrons.

The time lag of electron PSD enhancements to get the best correlationwithAL index is slightly longer than that
with SYM-H index and increases as the μ increases. To showmore details about the response of radiation belt
electrons to AL index as a function of time lag, Figure 9 shows the correlation coefficients between electron
PSD enhancements and AL index as a function of time delay for three μ values, 100, 300, and 1000MeV/G, at
L* = 4.5. It is clear that the correlation coefficient for μ=100MeV/G electrons and AL index is highest with no
time lag and gradually decreases as the time lag increases; while for μ=300 and 1000MeV/G electrons, the
maximumcorrelation coefficient appears at time lag of 1 day. Especially, forμ= 1000MeV/G electrons, the cor-
relation coefficient remains relatively high (~0.5) even with a time lag of 2 days, comparable to the correlation

Figure 8. (a and c) The time lag of radiation belt electron PSD enhancements corresponding to the best correlation coeffi-
cient with geomagnetic indices, and (b and d) the corresponding highest correlation coefficients, as a function of μ and L*.
Figures 8a and 8b are for SYM-H index, and Figures 8c and 8d are for AL index.
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with no time lag. This indicates that
the influence from substorms to the
higher energy electrons in the radia-
tion belt is prolonged: lower energy
electrons can be directly injected into
the inner magnetosphere by sub-
storms, while those newly injected or
previously existing electrons need to
be energized through wave-particle
interactions caused by waves gener-
ated by source populations provided
by substorms to higher energies. As
Figure 9 shows, this energization
processes take some time for high-μ
electrons, with the peak enhance-
ment occurs with a time lag of 1 day
while significant enhancement can
still be expected with a time lag
of 2 days.

It is worth to mention that the magnetospheric activities are often nonlinear as pointed out by Boynton et al.
[2011]. While comparing to the linear correlation analysis, the mutual information (MI) can better indicate the
relation between two parameters in a nonlinear system. Though not shown here, we have examined the
relation between relativistic electron PSD/PSD enhancements at different L* for electrons with different μ
values and various solar wind/geomagnetic parameters using MI. The results show very similar trends
betweenMI and linear correlation analysis which indicate the response of relativistic electrons to various solar
wind/magnetospheric parameters are dominated by linear dynamics, consistent with results from Boynton
et al. [2013] and Wing et al. [2016].

In this study, we investigate the details of correlation between various solar wind/magnetospheric para-
meters and radiation belt electron PSD/PSD enhancements. The results show different effects of different
parameters on radiation belt electrons as a function of μ and L*, and the underlying physical processes are
speculated. Moreover, the correlation shown in this study can further benefit future studies on modeling
the radiation belt electron fluxes. Many models of relativistic electron fluxes in GEO have been established
[e.g., Baker et al., 1990; Koons and Gorney, 1991; Li et al., 2001; Turner and Li, 2008]. However, limited model
has been constructed regarding the radiation belt electron fluxes as a function of electron energy and L
shell, which is very important for both scientific interest and practical needs. Our results on the correlation
between various solar wind/magnetospheric parameters and radiation belt electron PSD/PSD enhance-
ments as a function of μ and L* provide valuable information on the most effective parameters in radiation
belt electron dynamics and will benefit future work on the construction of radiation belt electron
flux models.

4. Discussion
4.1. The Radiation Belt Electron Content Index and Solar Wind Parameters/Geomagnetic Indices

Baker et al. [2004] introduced the radiation belt electron content (RBC) index, which is an integral of radiation
belt electron fluxes over the whole outer radiation belt region and a representative of total number of
electrons in the outer radiation belt. Using data from SAMPEX satellite, they showed that the RBC index
can be used as a good proxy of total radiation belt electrons and also correlates well with solar wind speed
and the Dst index. Here using a quantity that is similar to RBC index in Baker et al. [2004] as a measurement of
number of electrons with fixed first adiabatic invariant in the outer radiation belt, we also investigate the cor-
relation between the total electrons in the outer radiation belt and solar wind parameters/geomagnetic
indices. Specifically, we focus on the dependence of correlation on the first adiabatic invariant and time
lag. Using the method similar to the one used in Zhao et al. [2015], the number of electrons with fixed μ is
calculated by integrating electron distribution function between L* = 3 and L* = 6, assuming the number

Figure 9. The absolute values of correlation coefficients between electron
PSD enhancements at L* = 4.5 and AL index as a function of time lag in
days for μ = 100, 300, and 1000MeV/G.
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density of electrons with fixed μ at a fixed L shell is constant. For simplicity we still call this quantity the RBC
index in the rest of this section.

Figures 10 and 11 show the correlation coefficients of daily averaged RBC index and RBC index enhance-
ments versus solar wind speed, southward IMF Bz, SYM-H, and AL indices as a function of μ and time lag. It
is clear from Figure 10 that solar wind speed, southward IMF Bz, SYM-H index, and AL index have good corre-
lation with the RBC index across a wide range of μ. Overall, for low-μ electrons RBC index correlates better
with solar wind parameters/geomagnetic indices; as μ gets higher, the highest correlation coefficient gets
lower, and the time lag to get the highest correlation coefficient gets longer. Among these four parameters,
still, AL index has the overall highest correlation coefficients to RBC index, which indicates the important role
of substorms in accelerating radiation belt electron population.

Figure 11 shows that, similar to the electron PSD enhancements, good correlation also exists between RBC
index enhancements and solar wind parameters/geomagnetic indices. The trend still holds that as μ gets
higher, the time lag for highest correlation coefficient gets longer.Whiledifferent fromthe correlationbetween
RBC index and solar wind parameters/geomagnetic indices, Figure 11 shows that the correlation between
enhancements of total number of electrons and different parameters peaks at μ~ 200–2000MeV/G instead
of lower μ values. One possible reason is that at higher L region, at which electrons contribute to the RBC index
themost, the response of low-μ electrons to the solar wind parameters/geomagnetic storms and substorms is
faster than1 day, and thus, the statistics are not very good for daily averageddata. Still,AL index has the highest
correlation coefficient with the enhancements of RBC index, showing that the substorm is a very important
source for radiation belt electrons and plays an important role in the increase in total number of electrons in
the outer radiation belt.

4.2. The Correlation Between Radiation Belt Electron PSD/PSD Enhancements and Solar
Wind-Magnetosphere Coupling Function

The correlations between radiation belt electron PSD/PSD enhancements and solar wind-magnetosphere
coupling are also investigated using the universal solar wind-magnetosphere coupling function. The univer-
sal solar wind-magnetosphere coupling function, constructed by Newell et al. [2007] by examining the

Figure 10. The correlation coefficients between radiation belt electron content (RBC) index and (a) solar wind speed, (b)
southward IMF Bz, (c) SYM-H index, and (d) AL index, as a function of μ and time lag.
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interaction between solar wind and magnetosphere, represents the rate of magnetic flux opened at the
magnetopause and is shown to be well correlated with various geomagnetic indices. It can be calculated as

dΦMP

dt
¼ v
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2
3
T sin

8
3

θc
2

� �

where dΦMP
dt represents the rates of magnetopause magnetic flux opening, v is the solar wind speed, BT is the

perpendicular component of IMF, and θc is the IMF clock angle. Figure 12 shows the time lag and highest
correlation coefficients between the radiation belt electron PSD/PSD enhancements and universal solar
wind-magnetosphere coupling function as a function of μ and L*. It is evident from Figure 12 that the universal
solar wind-magnetosphere coupling function correlates well with both radiation belt electron PSD and PSD
enhancements, with correlation coefficients up to ~0.65 (r2 ~ 0.42), while the dependence onμ and L* is similar
to that of solar wind speed and southward IMF Bz. The results suggest that the solar wind-magnetosphere
coupling and energy transfer have great influence on radiation belt electrons.

5. Summary

In this paper, using data from Van Allen Probe – A, we investigate the correlation of various solar wind
parameters and geomagnetic indices with the radiation belt electron PSD and PSD enhancements. With
proper orbit, wide energy coverage, and high energy resolution of Van Allen Probes, the dependence of
the correlation on the first adiabatic invariant and L* is unveiled. The main conclusions include

1. Both solar wind parameters and geomagnetic indices are shown to be correlated with radiation belt elec-
tron PSD with some time lag over some μ and L* range. The correlations between radiation belt electron
PSD and solar wind speed, southward IMF Bz, SYM-H, and AL indices are shown to be relatively high over
large μ and L* ranges with higher correlation coefficients for low-μ electrons, while the correlation coeffi-
cient generally peaks at lower L* for lower-μ electrons and at higher L* for higher-μ electrons. The antic-
orrelation between electron PSD and solar wind proton density is shown to be limited to high-μ
electrons at high L* region, suggesting the effect of magnetopause shadowing. The solar wind dynamic
pressure has shown to have both positive and negative correlation with radiation belt electrons with

Figure 11. The correlation coefficients between RBC index enhancements and (a) solar wind speed, (b) southward IMF Bz,
(c) SYM-H index, and (d) AL index, as a function of μ and time lag.
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different μ at different L*. For low-μ electrons (μ<~100–1000MeV/G), the dynamic pressure shows a
dominantly positive correlation with electron PSD, suggesting the effect of radial transport of radiation
belt electrons caused by ULF waves, which are well correlated with solar wind dynamic pressure and its
variation; for high-μ electrons at higher L*, the dominant effect from solar wind dynamic pressure is the
loss of relativistic electrons caused by magnetopause shadowing.

2. The time lag to get the best correlation between electron PSD and solar wind speed, dynamic pressure
(positive correlation), and geomagnetic indices generally increases as μ increases and L* decreases, which
is consistent with previous studies. This suggests the direct transport of low-μ electrons by
convection/substorm injection while preexisting or newly injected electrons are gradually energized to
higher energies by various source processes, e.g., inward radial diffusion and local wave heating.

3. Both solar wind parameters and geomagnetic indices are shown to be correlated with radiation belt
electron PSD enhancements, while for most parameters the correlation to radiation belt electron PSD
enhancements is better than that to electron PSD, indicating the direct correlation between various
parameters and source processes in the radiation belt. Also, the time lag for radiation belt electron PSD
enhancements, usually 0–2 days, is much shorter than that for electron PSD. These results indicate the
important roles and prompt effects of solar wind andmagnetospheric processes to radiation belt electron
acceleration.

4. Among all solar wind parameters and geomagnetic indices investigated, AL index is shown to have the
best correlation with the radiation belt electron PSD and PSD enhancements. For low-μ electrons, the cor-
relation coefficients between AL index and PSD enhancement are up to ~0.8 (r2 ~ 0.6) and time lag to get
the best correlation is generally 0 day, indicating the direct transport of low-μ electrons through substorm
injections; for high-μ electrons, the correlation coefficients are up to ~0.7 (r2 ~ 0.5), and as μ increases, the
time lag also increases, suggesting the important roles of source and seed populations injected by sub-
storms in radiation belt electron PSD enhancements. The seed population can be accelerated to higher
energies by waves generated by the source population, and our results suggest that on statistical sense
the peak enhancement of electron PSD occurs with a time lag of 1 day after themagnetospheric substorm
while significant enhancement can still be expected with a time lag of 2 days.

Figure 12. (left column) The time lag of (a) radiation belt electron PSD/(c) electron PSD enhancements corresponding to
the highest correlation coefficient with universal solar wind-magnetosphere coupling function, and (right column) the
corresponding highest correlation coefficients, as a function of μ and L*.
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